Abstract It is well known that the classical global approximation methods such as the conventional Ritz method and the conventional differential quadrature method (DQM) have some difficulty in determining the natural frequencies of rectangular plates involving free corners. The mixed Ritz-DQM formulation, which has been recently developed by the present author, was also shown to have such difficulty. This is because it is very difficult to implement the free corner boundary condition in these methods. To overcome this difficulty, this paper presents a mixed Ritz-DQM formulation in which the free corner boundary condition is implemented in a simple and easy manner. First, we present a new scheme for implementing multiple boundary conditions in the DQM discretized equations. By the help of this scheme, we then show that the free corner boundary condition can also be easily implemented in the final matrix equations of the Ritz-DQM approach. Finally, we validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach through numerical experiments. Numerical results show the advantages of the proposed method over some versions of the DQM in terms of accuracy and performance. 
Introduction
Rectangular plates are basic structural elements that are widely used in many engineering fields such as mechanical, civil, aerospace, marine and structural engineering. Thus, a good knowledge of the vibrational behavior of such structural components is crucial to the structural designers.
The analytical solution for natural frequencies of rectangular plates can only be obtained for Levy-type boundary conditions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . For general boundary conditions, however, the analytical solution cannot be obtained due to the complexities introduced by the satisfaction of free edges and free corner boundary conditions. So, various approximate or numerical methods such as the Ritz method [1, 7, 8] , the differential quadrature method (DQM) [9] [10] [11] [12] , the method of superposition [13] , the extended Kantorovich approach [14, 15] , the spectral finite element method [16] , the finite element method with basic displacement functions [17] , the finite element method with isogeometric analysis [18] , the mesh-free method [19] , BEM-based meshless method [20] , the moving least squares differential quadrature method [21] , semi-analytic differential quadrature method [22] , the projection equation approach [23] , the finite difference method [24] , the spectral element method [25] , the discrete singular convolution method [26] [27] [28] , the radial basis function-based DQM [29, 30] , the weak-form DQM [31] , and the strong-form finite element method [32] [33] [34] have been developed to study the behavior of rectangular plates with general boundary conditions. Among the approximate analytical methods utilized for addressing the present problem, the Ritz method is one the most convenient methods to obtain the natural frequencies of rectangular plates [1, [35] [36] [37] . It is simple to use and also straightforward to implement. However, the conventional Ritz method has some difficulty in determining the natural frequencies of rectangular plates with free edges and free corners [1, [37] [38] [39] . The main reason for this is that it is not possible in general to find trial functions for the Ritz method that can satisfy all the boundary conditions of the plate problem (both geometric and natural boundary conditions). As a result, the solutions of the Ritz method are expected to converge to solutions that are higher than exact values, even when a large number of Ritz parameters are used [37, 38] .
Another important approximate method that has been widely used in the literature for handling the present problem is the DQM. The DQM, which was first introduced by Bellman and his associates [40, 41] in the early 1970s, is a powerful numerical method for the direct solution of partial differential equations that arise in various fields of engineering and applied sciences . However, in spite of its many advantages, the conventional DQM has its difficulty in implementation to the differential equations with multiple boundary conditions at the boundary points [63] . For instance, as indicated by Malik and Bert [63] , the solutions of the conventional DQM for rectangular plates having adjacent free edges (or free corners) may not exhibit convergence trend and erratic results may be obtained. To overcome this difficulty, Shu and Du [64] proposed an approach referred to as direct Coupling the Boundary Conditions with the discrete Governing Equations (CBCGE) for implementing the general boundary conditions for the free vibration analysis of rectangular plates. It was shown that although the CBCGE approach can produce highly accurate solutions for plates without free corner boundary conditions, difficulty arises when the plate under investigating involves free corners. In this case, their numerical solutions were highly sensitive to grid point distribution. For instance, their procedure led to erroneous solutions when conventional non-uniform grid points (i.e., the shifted ChebyshevGauss-Lobatto points) were used. To overcome this difficulty, Shu and Du [64] proposed the use of stretched grid points where the grid points are stretched toward the plate boundaries. Although rather accurate solutions were obtained using the proposed stretched grid points, the obtained solutions did not show a monotonic convergence with increasing number of grid points and, in some cases, the natural frequencies were found to behave oscillatory. There have been several attempts to overcome the difficulties of the conventional DQM in handling multiple boundary conditions. Wang et al. [65] , Wang and Gu [66] and Chen et al. [67] proposed, independently, a differential quadrature element method (DQEM) for numerical solution of fourthorder differential equations. In their approach, the multiple boundary conditions were applied by assigning two degrees of freedom (displacement and slope) to each boundary point. Alternatively, Liu and Wu [68] and Wu and Liu [69] proposed a generalized differential quadrature rule (GDQR) to apply multiple boundary conditions in the beam and plate problems. The GDQR is very similar to the DQEM, but it uses the Hermite interpolation shape functions to determine the weighting coefficients. On the other hand, Karami and Malekzadeh [70, 71] proposed a method for applying multiple boundary conditions in the DQM analysis of beam and plate problems. In their formulation, the second-order derivatives of the displacement at the boundary points are also considered as the degrees of freedom for the problem. Similarly, De Rosa and Franciosi [72] [73] [74] and De Rosa and Lippiello [75] proposed an approach for implementing multiple boundary conditions, wherein the higher-order derivatives at the boundary points are viewed as additional independent variables. Their approach has been successfully applied to fourth-order and sixth-order partial differential equations. From the above literature survey, it is seen that most of the approaches proposed to apply multiple boundary conditions are based on defining additional degrees of freedom at the problem boundaries. Therefore, they basically differ from the conventional DQM where the function values at the grid points are only viewed as independent variables.
More recently, the present author and his co-author proposed a novel mixed Ritz-DQM formulation for free and forced vibration analysis of rectangular plates [76, 77] . The mixed Ritz-DQM has been claimed to overcome some of the limitations of the Ritz method and the DQM. The mixed method has successfully been applied to vibration problem of rectangular plates with clamped and simply supported boundary conditions. However, as discussed in Ref. [76] , the conventional mixed Ritz-DQM approach may exhibit convergence problem and may produce oscillatory solutions for natural frequencies of rectangular plates involving free corners. This is because the additional condition W ;XY ¼ 0 must also be implemented at a free corner point. But, as we discussed earlier, it is very difficult to implement this condition using the conventional DQM.
It can be seen that the conventional Ritz method, the conventional DQM and the conventional mixed Ritz-DQM approach have some difficulty in determining the natural frequencies of rectangular plates involving free corners. To solve this difficulty, this paper presents a simple and accurate mixed Ritz-DQM formulation where the free corner boundary conditions are satisfied in a simple and easy manner. First, we present a simple scheme for implementing multiple boundary conditions in the DQM discretized equations. By the help of this new scheme, we then show that the free corner boundary conditions can also be easily implemented in the final matrix equations of the Ritz-DQM approach. To demonstrate the reliability and accuracy of the proposed methodology, it is applied to rectangular plates with various combinations of free edges and free corners. Comparisons of obtained results with those in the recent literature show that the proposed methodology is capable of producing highly accurate solutions while exhibiting a monotonic convergence behavior. Besides, the proposed approach can produce better accuracy than the conventional Ritz method, conventional DQM, and some versions of the DQM for natural frequencies of rectangular plates involving free corners.
Governing equation and Ritz formulation
The linear free vibration problem of an elastic isotropic thin rectangular plate is described by the following eigenvalue differential equation
where a subscript comma denotes differentiation; W ¼ WðX; YÞ is the dimensionless mode function of the lateral deflection; X ¼ x=a and Y ¼ y=b are dimensionless coordinates; a and b are the length and width of the rectangular plate, respectively; k ¼ a=b is the aspect ratio; and X ¼ xa 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi qh=D p is the dimensionless frequency parameter of the plate vibrations wherein x, q, h, and D, are, respectively, the circular frequency, mass density, thickness, and bending rigidity of the plate. The boundary conditions of the rectangular plate are:
wherein l is the Poisson's ratio. For a free corner formed by the intersection of two free edges, the additional condition
must also be satisfied at the corner [1] . Using separation of variable technique, the transverse deflection of the plate is approximated along the X-axis by using the following series
where W j ðYÞ are undetermined Ritz parameters (that are functions of YÞ; U j ðXÞ are Ritz orthogonal approximation functions (see Appendix A for detail), and n is the number of solution terms. Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (1), multiplying both sides of the resulting equation by U i ðXÞ, and performing the integration over the length of the plate (0 6 X 6 1), we obtain
It can be seen that the application of the Ritz method to the governing partial differential equation of motion of the rectangular plate results in a system of coupled ordinary differential equations of the fourth-order. At this stage, the natural boundary conditions of the rectangular plate in the X-direction can be applied to system (10) . The details will be given in the next section.
Implementation of natural boundary conditions in the Ritz formulation
The conventional variational formulation does not allow the implementation of natural boundary conditions in its formulation. To overcome this limitation, the present author and his co-author proposed recently a simple variational formulation in which the natural boundary conditions of the problem can also be implemented [78] [79] [80] . According to the new variational formulation, the natural boundary conditions of the plate can be integrated along its boundaries or analogized by the Ritz method. The resulting analog equations are then used to modify the stiffness matrix of the plate. In this section, these analog equations are derived for rectangular plates with free edge boundary conditions. Table 8 Fundamental frequency of rectangular plates with free corners. 
Consider a rectangular plate having free edges at X = 0 and X = 1. The boundary conditions of the plate for this case are given in Eq. (6) . To apply these boundary conditions, we substitute the Ritz approximation (given in Eq. (9)) into Eq. (6) and obtain
The main idea of the proposed variational method [78] [79] [80] is that the above boundary conditions can be related to the boundary terms A Ã ij and A ÃÃ ij defined in Eq. (11) . This can be done simply by multiplying Eqs. (15) and (16) by U i and U i;x , respectively. By doing so, we obtain the following boundary analog equations
The above analog equations should be satisfied at free edges. Comparing these equations with Eqs. (11) and (12) 
where
By using the above modified matrix equation, the natural boundary conditions of the plate at its free edges X = 0 and X = 1 are implemented. It is very interesting to note that above modified matrix equation can also be used for plates with different combination of simply supported, clamped, and free edges (in the X-direction). For instance, for plates having any combination of simply supported and clamped edges, we have
This is because the Ritz trial functions should satisfy at least the geometric boundary conditions of the plate. Therefore, Eq. (21) is also valid for plates with different boundary conditions at X = 0 and X = 1.
DQM analogs of resulting system of ordinary differential equations
Let fðYÞ be an arbitrary function and Y 1 ; Y 2 ; . . . ; Y m be a set of grid points in the Y direction. According to the DQM, the rthorder derivative of fðYÞ at any grid point can be expressed as [64] 
Substituting the quadrature rule, given in Eq. (25), into Eq. (26) gives
Eq. (27) can be expressed in the following compact form
where ½ e K is the stiffness matrix, ½ f M is the mass matrix and f e Wg is the unknown coefficient vector. The n Â n submatrices ½ e K ij and ½ f M ij are given by where I ij are the elements of m Â m identity matrix, and
It is noted that the matrices ½ e K and ½ f M are the nm Â nm matrices while f e Wg is the nm Â 1 vector. The eigenvalue problem (28) can be solved for the eigenvalues X, if the boundary conditions of the plate problem in the Y-direction are also applied. The procedure will be detailed in the next section.
Implementation of boundary conditions in the DQM formulation
The procedure for implementing the natural boundary conditions of the plate in the X-direction is already presented in Section 2.1. In this section, we explain how to implement the boundary conditions of the plate in the Y-direction using the quadrature rule. The boundary conditions of the rectangular plate along Y-direction are given in Eqs. (3), (5) and (7). The corresponding quadrature analogs are detailed below.
From Eqs. (3) and (25), the quadrature analogs of the boundary conditions are obtained as 
Substituting the Ritz approximation (given in Eq. (9)) into Eq. (7) gives:
Multiplying both sides of above equations by U i ðXÞ, and performing the integration over the length of the plate ð0 6 X 6 1Þ, we obtain 
pj fWðY j Þg ¼ f0g nÂ1 ð41Þ (IV) Free corner boundary condition at ðX p ; Y q Þ As pointed out earlier the condition W ;XY = 0 must also be applied at free corners. First, we note that
. . .
Now using the quadrature rule, given in Eq. (25) , the quadrature analog of the corner boundary condition is obtained as
Solution of resulting eigenvalue problem
The quadrature analogs of the plate boundary conditions in the Y-direction were derived in the previous section. These analogs equations can be directly substituted in the resultant discrete equations of the Ritz-DQM approach. The details are given in the following sections.
Solution procedure for plates without free corners
Substituting the boundary analog equations correspond to simply-supported, clamped and free edges (given in Section 3.1) into Eq. (28) leads to the following eigenvalue equation
conditions. By doing so, the ill-conditioned eigenvalue problem (45) will be converted to a well-conditioned eigenvalue problem. It is noted that the resultant mass matrix of the eigenvalue problem (45) involves some zero rows and hence is singular. But, such eigenvalue problem can be easily solved using the QZ algorithm [82] which its programs and subroutines are available in most linear algebra software packages such as the MATLAB and LAPACK.
Solution procedure for plates with free corners
The solution procedure for plates involving free corners is similar to that presented in Section 4.1. But, it involves an additional step. In this case, as it was pointed out earlier, the additional boundary analog Eq. (44) must also be imposed to the system of discrete Eq. (45).
In the very first glance, it may be appear that the free corner boundary analog equation may be arbitrarily substituted in the system of discrete Eq. (45) . In this regard, there are different choices for the replacement of the quadrature analog equations of the governing differential equation by the quadrature analog equation of the free corner boundary condition (in fact there are nm choices where nm is the size of resultant eigenvalue problem). Noting that the plate has a free corner at ðX p ; Y q Þ, a natural way is to impose the free corner boundary condition at Y ¼ Y q . Immediately we see that there are n numbers of different sub-choices for this case, noting that
However, our numerical experiments showed that some of these n sub-choices are not convenient and may lead to convergence issues in obtaining accurate solutions for some natural frequencies of the plate. In other words, this replacement cannot be very arbitrary. Our numerical experiments also showed that the most accurate solutions can be obtained when the nth sub-choice is made (i.e., when the quadrature analog equation of the governing differential equation corresponds to W n ðY q Þ is replaced by the quadrature analog equation of the free corner boundary condition). It is noted that for the cases in which two free corner boundary conditions are involved at Y ¼ Y q , the quadrature analog equations of the governing differential equation correspond to the nth and (n À 1) th order polynomials (i.e., W n ðY q Þ and W nÀ1 ðY q ÞÞ can be replaced by the quadrature analog equations of the free corner boundary conditions.
Numerical results
To demonstrate the stability, rate of convergence and accuracy of the proposed mixed formulation, natural frequencies of rectangular plates with different boundary conditions are evaluated and the results are tabulated in Tables 1-8 . To simplify the notation, the edge conditions for plates are denoted by letters S (simply supported), C (clamped), and F (free). For instance, SCSF denotes that the plate has a simply supported edge at X = 0, a clamped edge at Y = 0, a simply supported edge at X = 1, and a free edge at Y = 1.
In the mixed method, the Ritz method with n number of terms and the DQM with m number of grid points are considered. Moreover, the DQM grid points are taken non-uniformly spaced and are given by the following equations
where Y 2 and Y mÀ1 are discrete points very close to the boundary points (adjacent d-points). The parameter d shows the closeness between the adjacent point and the respective boundary point. In order to achieve accurate solutions by using this type of grid points, the magnitude of d should be as small as possible ( 610 À3 ). In this study, the magnitude of parameter d is assumed to be d = 10
À3 . Tables 1-3 show the convergence study for the first five natural frequencies of square plates with SFFF, CFFF, and FFFF boundary conditions. The results are also compared with the results obtained by the conventional Ritz method [1] , conventional Ritz-DQM [76] , FE-Ritz formulation [83] , CBCGE approach [64] and the DQEM [84, 85] . It is noted that the results of Refs. [83, 85] are believed to be highly accurate since both the geometric and natural boundary conditions of the plate are strongly satisfied in the algorithms presented in these references. It can be seen from Tables 1-3 that the results of the present method converge very quickly and agree well with those of other approaches. It can also be seen that the results obtained by the present method are slightly smaller than those obtained by the conventional Ritz method [1] and, thus, are more accurate. The reason for this phenomenon is that the free edge and free corner boundary conditions were not satisfied in the Ritz formulation of Ref. [1] . For the same reason, the present mixed methodology gives better accuracy than the CBCGE approach and conventional Ritz-DQM formulation where the free corner boundary conditions were not satisfied. On the other hand, the results generated by the present method have excellent agreement with the results of the FE-Ritz formulation [83] and DQEM [85] where the free edge and free corner boundary conditions were exactly satisfied.
The first five natural frequencies of Levy-type square plates are given in Table 4 together with the analytical solution results of Leissa [1] . As it can be seen, the present results agree very closely with the analytical solutions of Ref. [1] even to all available significant digits. In Table 5 , the results of proposed formulation are compared with those of other methods for different boundary conditions of the plate. It can be seen that the present method solutions converge to values less than those given in Ref. [1] and therefore are more accurate. This is because the accurate solutions should be somehow smaller than the Leissa's solutions which are expected to be the upper bound exact solutions. Again, an excellent agreement is observed between present results and those of the FE-Ritz formulation [83] . On the other hand, from Tables 1-5 it can be seen that most of results generated by the CBCGE approach with stretched grid points [64] are bigger while others are smaller than those of proposed methodology. Clearly, the main reason for such oscillatory behavior of the CBCGE solutions is the lack of satisfaction of free corner boundary conditions. This means the monotonic convergence of the predicted natural frequencies cannot be guaranteed when the free corner boundary conditions are not satisfied.
As pointed out earlier in introduction, Shu and Du [64] reported that their DQM solutions were very sensitive to the grid point distribution. For instance, their procedure led to erroneous results when the following type of grid points (say the shifted Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto points) is used:
To investigate the effect of grid point distribution, we also solved the present problem using the above type of grid points. When the coordinates of the grid points are computed from Eq. (52), Tables 6 and 7 show the convergence of solutions for the first five natural frequencies of square plates involving free corners. The CBCGE solution results of Shu and Du [64] are also shown for comparison purposes. It can be seen that the results of the present method show a monotonic convergence with respect to the number of grid points while the numerical results of Shu and Du [64] do not exhibit any convergence trend for these cases. This implies that the solutions of the proposed method for plates involving free corners are not highly sensitive to the grid point distribution.
In Tables 1-7 we compared the results of the proposed method with those obtained using the conventional Ritz method, conventional Ritz-DQM, FE-Ritz formulation, CBCGE approach and the DQEM. However, as we discussed in introduction, there are other versions of the DQM that can be used to apply multiple boundary conditions in the analysis of rectangular plates. For the sake of further comparisons, the results of the proposed method are compared with those of various versions of the DQM in Table 8 . The results of conventional Ritz method by Leissa [1] and the recalculated results of new Ritz formulation [39] and FE-Ritz formulation [83] are also shown for comparison. It is noted that the d -technique solution results of Malik and Bert [63] were only given for rectangular plates with SSFF, SFFF, and FFFF boundary conditions. Malik and Bert [63] have found that for the cases in which at least one free corner is present (with the exception of SSFF), the d -technique solution does not exhibit any convergence trend (SFFF and FFFF cases) or is subject to errors. Their solution has also been found to behave even more erratic for plates with CCFF, CSFF, and CFFF boundary conditions [63] .
In Table 8 , the GDQR solution results of Wu and Liu [69] , and the results of new DQM methodology of Karami and Malekzadeh [71] are also tabulated for comparison. For the fair comparison of the different approaches, the size of meshes in each version of the DQM is also given. It can be seen from Table 8 that the results of the proposed method have excellent agreement with those obtained using the new Ritz formulation [39] , FE-Ritz formulation [83] and the new DQM formulation [71] . The solutions of the conventional Ritz method [1] , conventional DQM (d -technique) [63] and the GDQR [69] are found to be less accurate as compared with other formulations. Besides, it can be easily verified that the size of resulting eigenvalue problem for the present method is smaller than those of the new DQM [71] and GDQR [69] .
Conclusions
A simple and accurate mixed Ritz-DQM formulation is developed to study the free vibration of rectangular plates involving free corners. The proposed formulation uses a simple scheme to implement the free corner boundary conditions and therefore gives better accuracy than the conventional Ritz method and the conventional DQM. Numerical results also show the advantages of the proposed method over some versions of the DQM in terms of accuracy and performance.
Appendix A. Generation of characteristic orthonormal polynomials
Let u 1 ðXÞ be a polynomial that satisfy the geometric boundary conditions of the rectangular plate in the X-direction (see Table A .1). An orthogonal set of polynomials in the interval 0 6 X 6 1 can be obtained by the help of Gram-Schmidt process as follows [35, 36] : where ½ b I and ½0 are the n Â n identity and zero matrices, respectively.
Appendix D. Elements of matrix ½ e K br
The elements of this matrix can also be determined from quadrature analog equations given in Section 3. 
